This paper presents the results of a systematic review examining the evidence available to support the use of 38% SDF to prevent or arrest caries. The paper starts by outlining the many current and historical uses of silver and silver compounds in medicine and dentistry, which stretch back as far as 1000 BC and of course includes amalgam restorations.
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SDF is postulated to prevent or arrest caries by three mechanisms. The first of these is through the action of fluoride, the second via the reaction of silver with bacterial amino acids and nucleic acids, which prevents bacterial metabolism and is thus There has been one further RCT published this year which presumably would be included in any future revisions of this review, which again demonstrates SDF effectively arresting caries in primary teeth. 3 Few side-effects were reported but, again, this requires further investigation as some adverse effects, such as gingival sensitivity and dark staining, are potential issues when SDF is used.
Although I cannot, on this evidence, agree that SDF is a "silver bullet", it certainly appears to have great potential both to prevent and arrest caries and we should all consider its use.
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